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https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:Manhattan_Bridge_Construction_1909.jpg


Also AI&Law Research

https://xkcd.com/1831
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https://xkcd.com/1831
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[Kira Systems]

Contract Analysis (Industry)
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https://kirasystems.com/newsroom/assets/


Legal NLP Goals: Towards Argument-Information Queries

“Give me all decisions by the federal court of appeals for veterans 
claims where a plaintiff successfully argued that a partial loss of 

eyesight while on duty entitles him to maximum disability benefits”

Legal information & reasoning quirks:
• Legal document long and typically multi-actor and multi-opinion
• Domain facts are disputed
• Agreement and disagreement among actors critical to understanding of document
• Statements about statements
• External citations & extreme use of coreference
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Legal Text (US) : Structure
In fact, we understand that the technology industry now considers predictive coding to be 
widely accepted for limiting e-discovery to relevant documents and effecting discovery of ESI 
without an undue burden.[10] See Progressive Cas. Ins. Co. v. Delaney, No. 
2:11-cv-00678-LRH-PAL, 2014 WL 3563467, at *8 (D. Nev. July 18, 2014) (stating with 
citations of articles that predictive coding has proved to be an accurate way to comply with a 
discovery request for ESI and that studies show it is more accurate than human review or 
keyword searches); F.D.I.C. v. Bowden, No. CV413-245, 2014 WL 2548137, at *13 (S.D. Ga. 
June 6, 2014) (directing that the parties consider the use of predictive coding). See generally 
Nicholas Barry, "Man Versus Machine Review: The Showdown between Hordes of Discovery 
Lawyers and a Computer-Utilizing Predictive-Coding Technology", 15 Vand. J. Ent. & Tech. L. 
343 (2013); Lisa C. Wood, "Predictive Coding Has Arrived", 28 ABA Antitrust J. 93 (2013). 
The use of predictive coding also is not unprecedented in Federal litigation. See, e.g., 
Hinterberger v. Catholic Health Sys., Inc., No. 08-CV-3805(F), 2013 WL 2250603 (W.D.N.Y. 
May 21, 2013); In re Actos, No. 6:11-md-2299, 2012 WL 7861249 (W.D. La. July 27, 2012); 
Moore, 287 F.R.D. 182. Where, as here, petitioners reasonably request to use predictive 
coding to conserve time and expense, and represent to the Court that they will retain 
electronic discovery experts to meet with respondent's counsel or his experts to conduct a 
search acceptable to respondent, we see no reason petitioners should not be allowed to use 
predictive coding to respond to respondent's discovery request. Cf. Progressive Cas. Ins. 
Co., 2014 WL 3563467, at *10-*12 (declining to allow the use of predictive coding where the 
record lacked the necessary transparency and cooperation among counsel in the review and 
production of ESI responsive to the discovery request).

[Dynamo 
Holdings]
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https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=14964248617865486391&q=dynamo+holdings&hl=en&as_sdt=2006
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=14964248617865486391&q=dynamo+holdings&hl=en&as_sdt=2006


Neural Text-Outcome Prediction: ECHR

[Chalkidis et al 2019]

Attention/BERT-based models predicting
• Binary Violation Yes / No : ~.82 F1
• Multi-Label: Article Violation: ~.60 F1
• Case importance score

Visualized attention 
scores:

Data:
~11.5k ECHR decision 
fact sections drafted 
before case decision
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.02059.pdf


Training Rationale Extraction End2End
[Chalkidis et al 2021]

Weight & aggregate outcome prediction 
loss and specialized losses:

Sparsity: L
S

Not all facts should be relevant

Continuity: L
C

Relevant facts should appear together
(discarded during optimization)

Comprehensiveness: L
g

Non-extracted facts should not predict 
outcome

Singularity: L
r

Extracted facts should be more predictive 
than random extraction

Also: Possible supervision through silver 
rationales
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.13084.pdf


[Peric et al 2020]
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http://ceur-ws.org/Vol-2764/paper2.pdf


[CaseText Parallel Search]

[Blog Post]
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https://parallelsearch.casetext.com/
https://casetext.com/blog/machine-learning-behind-parallel-search/


Commercial Legal QA

[Lexis Answers]
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https://www.lexisnexis.com/community/infopro/b/weblog/posts/lexis-answers-taken-to-a-new-level-on-lexis


Course Structure
• Semester start: ~ Week 1-2

• Presentation & Discussion Sessions 
“Legal NLP in a Nutshell”

• Submission of topic preferences & 
matching

• Commence individual literature survey 
on topic

• Milestone 1: ~ Week 4-5
• Literature survey presentations (10+5)
• Team formation after survey submission
• Commence work on implementation and 

regular meetings

• Milestone 2: ~ Week 10
• Basic prototype evaluation completed
• Progress presentation to peers
• Anonymous team internal peer review

• Milestone 3: ~ Week 14 
(end of semester)

• Error analysis and model improvement 
completed, + optional objectives

• Final presentation (equal share by team 
members)

• Final report (group + individual parts)
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Team Meetings & Updates

• Project groups of 3-4 people each (formed randomly per topic)

• Whole class meets during session times for legal NLP 
introduction, M2 midway, and M3 final presentations

• Non-presentation weeks:
• Every group assigned 45 minute slot to meet with mentor every week 

(or according to agreement)
• Group submits set of written individual work updates every week

• Mentor has access to code repository
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Grading Scheme

Item Points
Individual contribution to technical project 
work

40

M1: Literature survey presentation & QA 10
M2: Update Presentation 10
M3: Final Presentation & QA 15
M3: Final Report (individual parts) 10
Individual weekly progress updates 10
Participation in Peer Review 5
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Questions?
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Interpretability 
for Legal Document Classification

Topic 1
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•Machine learning (ML) is developing rapidly and has a huge potential to aid the decision-making 
process in legal applications. 

•ML models usually are black boxes. The lack of explanation hurts trust and creates barriers 

•In legal domain it is very important that the processing and analysis are explained in an interpretable 
manner. 

Why Interpretability in Legal NLP? 

1
9



The trigger and a target label form a decision rule, that can serve as an explanation. They can be 
particularly useful to debug or detect bias in NLP models or datasets. 

• Paper Reference: Universal Adversarial Triggers, HotFlip, Natural Triggers for Text 
Classification, EMNLP 2020 Tutorial on Interpretability 

• Code Reference: https://github.com/Eric-Wallace/universal-triggers 

Universal Trigger Attack

2
0

• Given a text classification task 
• Find a short phrase (universal trigger) and concatenat it to an input.
• Once the trigger is inserted into any input, it would cause the prediction to be y.

Wallace, Eric, et al. 2019

https://arxiv.org/abs/1908.07125
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.06751.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.00174
https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.00174
https://github.com/Eric-Wallace/interpretability-tutorial-emnlp2020/blob/master/tutorial_slides.pdf


How to Find the Triggers

Wallace et al. 2021: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.07125.pdf
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.07125.pdf


CLAUDETTE dataset

You and Dropbox agree that any judicial 
proceeding to resolve claims relating to 
these Terms or the Services will be brought 
in the federal or state courts of San 
Francisco County, California, subject to the 
mandatory arbitration provisions below. Both 
you and Dropbox consent to venue and personal 
jurisdiction in such courts.

label: 1
Unfair

Classifier

Lippi, Marco, et al 2019: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1805.01217.pdf

Detect Unfair Terms in Clauses in Online Terms of Service
“the biggest lie on the Internet is ‘I have read and agree to the terms and 
conditions’.”

Similar Dataset in German:
Illegal Clauses in German Terms and Conditions in Online 

Shopping
(Braun et al. 2021)
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Natural Universal Triggers

UnfairTrigger text

You and Dropbox agree that any judicial proceeding to 
resolve claims relating to these Terms or the Services 
will be brought in the federal or state courts of San 
Francisco County, California, subject to the mandatory 
arbitration provisions below. Both you and Dropbox 
consent to venue and personal jurisdiction in such 
courts.

True label: 1

label: 0
Fair

explained terms at

+
ClassifierZoning taping fin 
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How to Find the Natural Triggers

Overview of the attack. Based on the gradient of the target 
model (text classifier)’s loss function, we iteratively update 
the noise vector n with small perturbation to obtain 
successful and natural attack triggers.

Song et al. 2021

Adversarially Regularized Autoencoder

auto-encoder generative adversarial network (GAN)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2005.00174.pdf


Reproduction (10): Implement the approach by writing a simple interface that is compatible with the legalBERT model and 
CLAUDETTE dataset and successfully generates triggers. 
Extension  (5) Typically, triggers are always prepended to inputs. Experiment, what happens when you change the insert 
location of triggers. For example, you could insert the triggers at the end, or even spread them across different locations in the 
input.
Naturalness (15): Make the triggers more natural by implementing the approach in Song et al 2021. Can you further improve 
it?
Visualization(10): try different attribution algorithms such as IntegratedGradients and Saliency to attribute the trigger input to 
the label and visualise it with. Analyse and demonstrate the use of triggers by debugging a dataset/model combination
Transferability(10): evaluate the attack transferability of our universal adversarial attacks to different models and datasets. 

Bonus
Long text (20) Long text is common in the legal domain. Generate triggers for the ECHR dataset and visualize it. What do you 
find? 
Robustness(20) How to improve the current model’s robustness against adversarial attacks?

Universal Adversarial Triggers



Questions?
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Topic 2 Rhetorical Role Labelling of Court 
Judgements

Sequential Sentence Classification

27



Rhetorical Role Labelling of Court Judgements : Introduction

While judgements from some countries 

have the segmented structure, …

Eg: Federal Court of Canada

28



Introduction

documents from other countries are 

devoid of any such structure

Eg: Supreme Court of India

Typical structure of an 
Indian court judgement. 
The flow is not linear and 
these roles can appear in 
any sequence. 29



Rhetorical Role Labelling of Court Judgements: Introduction

Rhetorical role labeling is an important problem in the field of Legal Analytics, since it can aid in various 

downstream tasks and overall aid in enhancing the readability of lengthy case documents. Potential use cases 

where it can offer great potential is 

● A web-based semantic viewer 

● Semantic search tools

● Case Summarizer 

● Argument Miner, recommender, generator

● Argument based decision predictors

● ………..

● …..

●

30



Rhetorical Role Labelling of Court Judgements: Problem Formulation

Rhetorical role labeling is an important problem in the field of Legal Analytics, since it can aid in various 
downstream tasks and overall aid in enhancing the readability of lengthy case documents. 

We pose this problem as sequential sentence classification : the goal is to                                                   
classify each sentence in a sequence of n sentences in a document to each of the predefined rhetoric labels

31



Rhetorical Role Labelling of Court Judgements: Proposal-1

Cast this sequential sentence classification as span identification & classification paradigm [1,2] 

1. Yamada, Kosuke, et al. "Sequential span classification with neural semi-Markov 
CRFs for biomedical abstracts." Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on 
Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing: Findings. 2020.

2. Shang, Xichen, et al. "A Span-based Dynamic Local Attention Model for 
Sequential Sentence Classification." Proceedings of the 59th Annual Meeting of 
the Association for Computational Linguistics and the 11th International Joint 
Conference on Natural Language Processing (Volume 2: Short Papers). 2021.
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Rhetorical Role Labelling of Court Judgements: Proposal-2

Improve sequential label prediction with label refinement strategy [1,2]

1. Cui, Leyang, and Yue Zhang. "Hierarchically-Refined Label Attention Network for Sequence Labeling." In Proceedings of the 2019 Conference on Empirical 
Methods in Natural Language Processing and the 9th International Joint Conference on Natural Language Processing (EMNLP-IJCNLP), pp. 4115-4128. 
2019.

2. Gui, T., Ye, J., Zhang, Q., Li, Z., Fei, Z., Gong, Y. and Huang, X.J., 2020, November. Uncertainty-Aware Label Refinement for Sequence Labeling. In 
Proceedings of the 2020 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP) (pp. 2316-2326).
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Rhetorical Role Labelling of Court Judgements: Proposal-3

Using Few short learning paradigm due to scarce amount of labelled data available [1,2,3]

1. Snell, Jake, Kevin Swersky, and Richard Zemel. "Prototypical networks for few-shot learning." In Proceedings of the 31st International Conference on 
Neural Information Processing Systems,

2. Yang, Yi, and Arzoo Katiyar. "Frustratingly Simple Few-Shot Named Entity Recognition with Structured Nearest Neighbor Learning." In Proceedings of the 
2020 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP), 

3. Li, Jing, Billy Chiu, Shanshan Feng, and Hao Wang. "Few-Shot Named Entity Recognition via Meta-Learning." IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data 
Engineering (2020).
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Topic 3 Legal Language Understanding

Multi Label Classification
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Legal Language Understanding: Introduction

● Natural language understanding (NLU) 
technologies can assist legal practitioners 
in a variety of legal tasks 

● LexGLUE, a benchmark to evaluate the 
performance of NLP methods in legal 
tasks.

● LexGLUE is based on seven existing legal 
NLP datasets consisting of 4 multi-label 
classification tasks, 2 multi-class 
classification and 1 Multiple choice based 
Question Answering tasks. 

36



Legal Language Understanding: Introduction

● For this task, we will limit ourselves to explore on 
multi label classification tasks.
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Data-1 : Unfair ToS
● The biggest lie on the Internet, most of 

us would accept to do, is “I have read 

and agree to the terms and conditions.” 

● Automatically detect such potentially 

unfair clauses in terms of service.

● Categories of clause unfairness:

○ Jurisdiction 

○ Arbitration 

○ Unilateral change 

○ Content removal 

○ Choice of law 

○ Limitation of liability 

○ Unilateral termination 

○ Contract by using

Jurisdiction:

● Jurisdiction clause stipulates what courts will have the 

competence to adjudicate disputes under the contract. 

● <unfair> You and Dropbox agree that any judicial proceeding 

to resolve claims relating to these Terms or the Services will 

be brought in the  federal or state courts of San Francisco 

County, California, subject to  the mandatory arbitration 

provisions below. Both you and Dropbox consent  to venue 

and personal jurisdiction in such courts.

● <fair> If you reside in a country (for example, European Union 

member states) with laws that give consumers the right to 

bring disputes in their local courts, this paragraph doesn’t 

affect those requirements
38



Data-2 : Eurlex
● Topic classification of legal documents.

● European Union (EU) laws, in english, 

annotated with multiple labels from the 

EUROVOC taxonomy.

● Note: It has hierarchical taxonomy till 

maximum of 8 levels, we can leverage 

that additional signal to even model 

this task

39



Data-3 -ECHR - A,B 

● The European Court of Human Rights hears allegations that a state has breached human rights 

provisions of the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR)

● For each case, the dataset provides a list of factual paragraphs (facts) from the case 

description. Each case is mapped to articles of the ECHR that were violated (if any). 

● In Task A, the input to a model is the list of facts of a case, and the output is the set of violated 

articles.

● In Task B, the input is again the list of facts of a case, but the output is the set of allegedly 

violated articles

40



Legal Language Understanding: Proposal 1
There exist correlation/ interdependencies between various labels, to capture that, we can cast this multi 

label classification as Sequence Generation problem using seq2seq models [1,2] 

1. Yang, P., Sun, X., Li, W., Ma, S., Wu, W. and Wang, H., 2018, August. SGM: Sequence Generation Model for Multi-label Classification. In Proceedings of the 27th 
International Conference on Computational Linguistics (pp. 3915-3926).

2. Yarullin, R., & Serdyukov, P. (2020). BERT for Sequence-to-Sequence Multi-label Text Classification. In AIST (pp. 187-198).
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Legal Language Understanding: Proposal 2
Modelling it as sequence generation comes with a limitation that order of labels need to be specified when 

generation, overcoming that limitation with help of sequence-oblivious generation (SOG) method [1]

1. Kang, Junmo, Jeonghwan Kim, Suwon Shin, and Sung-Hyon Myaeng. "Leveraging Order-Free Tag Relations for Context-Aware Recommendation." In 
Proceedings of the 2021 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing, pp. 3464-3476. 2021.
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Legal Language Understanding: Proposal 3
Modelling it as sequence generation comes with a limitation that order of labels need to be specified when 

generation, overcoming that limitation with seq2set training strategies [1,2]

1. Yang, Pengcheng, Fuli Luo, Shuming Ma, Junyang Lin, and Xu Sun. "A deep reinforced sequence-to-set model for multi-label classification." In Proceedings of the 57th 
Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics, pp. 5252-5258. 2019.

2. Sui, D., Wang, C., Chen, Y., Liu, K., Zhao, J., & Bi, W. (2021, November). Set Generation Networks for End-to-End Knowledge Base Population. In Proceedings of the 
2021 Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (pp. 9650-9660). 43



Questions?
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